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Abstract

The objective is to develop a compact instrumentation system for a model rocket, with both rocket
and ground segments, using o�-the-shelf components. First the actual parameters to be recorded are
discussed and chosen. Four data types were deemed important: time, atmospheric data (pressure and
temperature), translational data (position, velocity, and acceleration) and orientation data (attitude,
angular velocity, and magnetic �eld orientation). Second, the system is designed and the component
selected, all while analysing the advantages and limitations of each part, culminating in the selection of
the test rocket. Third, the next logical step is to create the software to interface with the system and
components, this includes the on board micro-controller programming as well as the telemetry station
computer executable. Finally, the system is �ight tested, �rst only during descent, so as to validate
the recovery system, and then in the chosen test rocket. It was concluded that the instrumentation
system achieved all the proposed requirements, the data received in the �ight-test closely matches the
simulation data, with the di�erences being more likely due to imperfections in engine construction than
due to system error.
Keywords: Instrumentation, rocket, telemetry, compact, o�-the-shelf

1. Introduction

The objective is to develop a light, compact, mod-
ular, commercial-o�-the-shelf instrumentation sys-
tem for small rockets.

Sounding rockets have been used in research for
quite some time, and have had a considerable im-
pact in the scienti�c community [1], currently there
is still a signi�cant amount of research using sound-
ing rockets [2], recent works like [3].

Model rockets however remain almost exclusively
used by enthusiast, despite this, model rockets have
one unique ability, due to the obvious similarities
between sounding and model rockets, the latter may
be a natural stepping stone to the former, and a
place to develop rocket related technology.

Looking at the issue in an educational oriented
mindset, it is clear that instrumented rocked could
be used to attract the interest of young students,
and so to foster and develop a scienti�c and engi-
neering approach to �eld testing, in a limited time-
frame and with a low cost, as [4].

Finally, made into inexpensive PCB boards of all
these instruments, the system could be marketed
not only to the amateur rocket community, but also
to all the remote-control circle, as well as any ap-
plications where a small, cheap and reliable form of
telemetry/instrumentation could be of use.

Currently most systems available for model rock-

ets are simple altimeters. There are a few excep-
tions, notably the Altus Metrum System [5] which
records a 9-axis IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit),
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and
barometric data, but has a cost of around 400 $US,
and the Apollo from Carbon Origins [6], which has
all the previous sensors, plus UV and IR sensors,
SD card logging, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and an OLED
screen but with no possibility of telemetry and an
estimated hefty price of over 200 $US, and of course
not yet in the market. All the previous boards have
also the disadvantage of being proprietary and re-
quiring the full board to be bought and replaced in
its entirety.

2. Parameters to Measure

The �rst decision to be made is which parameter
to measure, and the range expected for general use
and for the �ight test, table 1.

2.1. Time

Time is the most important parameter to measure,
without it there is no reference frame and the rest
of the data cannot be adequately analysed.

Time measurements in this project will be secure
by two di�erent yet complementary sources, GPS
time and the CPU internal clock. The GPS will
provide time accurate to the nanosecond [ns] [8],
this however is limited by the frequency at which
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Table 1: Parameters to Measure [1, 7]

Parameters Proj. Range Test Range Accuracy
Time Launch time +15 min Launch time +2 min 0.001 s
Horizontal Position (Lat./Lon.) Ø 400 m from launch Ø 100 m from launch Ø 3 m
Static Pressure 30/110 kPa 90/110 kPa 0.1 kPa
Altitude (GNSS, barometric) At launch + 10km At launch 300 m 3 m
Linear Velocity, (N,E,D). ± 300 ms−1 ± 50 ms−1 1 ms−1

Linear Acceleration, 3 ax. ± 15 g ± 9 g 0.05 g
Angular Velocity, 3 ax. ± 360 ° s−1 ± 360 ° s−1 1 ° s−1

Attitude (Pitch,Roll,Yaw) full range full range 3 °

Static Temperature -20/50 ◦C 0/40 ◦C 1 ◦C

the receiver can be queried, 10 Hz. The internal
clock of the CPU will provide time in between GPS
queries and as such will be the main timer, with the
provided precision, which is of a millisecond [ms].

2.2. Horizontal Position
Position is another key player in obtaining rigid
body motion information.
The choice for obtaining the current physical

property was a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
System) receiver, which outputs latitude, longitude
and altitude
The expected range in this particular subset of

position is preferably not very high, the �ight path
of the rocket will be mostly vertical, in a small
parabola, so it should not exceed a radius of 50 me-
ters around the launch site, more when the chute is
deployed. In any case this will not present a prob-
lem as GPS has nearly global coverage [9]. If no
di�erential correction is used an error larger than 3
meters is to be expected [9], the update rate will be
of around 10 Hz [10].

2.3. Altitude
Measurements of altitude will be obtained by two
methods, GPS, and barometric altitude.
The expected range in both cases is obviously the

same, and in a preliminary estimate not to exceed
300 m above launch altitude, the update rates and
expected precision however are signi�cantly di�er-
ent. The range on larger rockets may go to several
kilometres. [1]
Barometric altitude will be used, and though the

pressure of the atmosphere can be expected to vary
linearly for the test case, it can still experience vast
changes not due to altitude [11], as such baseline
calibration will be required. GPS altitude will also
be used. Precision for both cases should be at best
3 m [10, 11].

2.4. Linear Velocity
Linear velocity is an extremely important when cal-
culating energy and analysing rigid body motion.
The UBX GPS module used provides North, East
and Down velocity. The top velocity for the test
case will be close to 50 ms−1, faster rockets may
reach near supersonic speeds. [1, 12].

2.5. Linear Acceleration

Acceleration is vital to understand the dynamics of
a particular movement, it is measured by three ac-
celerometers, one for each axis. It can be expected
that most acceleration to happen in the axial direc-
tion of the rocket.

Acceleration will peak at launch, with an ex-
pected value of about 8-9 g, about 80 m2 s−1, [12].
As for the precision required anything above 0.05
g would su�ce. Larger rockets experience more ac-
celeration which could easily reach an excess of 10g.

2.6. Attitude

In a rocket, attitude proves to be important when
considering the relative position of the rocket with
regards to its velocity vector, so as to determine
several aerodynamic properties. It will be mea-
sured mainly through a combination of magnetome-
ters, three on a per axis basis, accelerometers, again
three, and the integration of the angular velocity
data from the gyroscopes, one per axis. All of this
using an Attitude and Heading Reference System
(AHRS) algorithm[13].

Attitude is relative to a frame of reference, and
the actual data range can encompass any possible
position. The precision would be acceptable if in
the range of around 2-3°. The require data rate for
the Algorithm to function correctly is of about 30
Hz,[13].

2.7. Angular Velocity

Angular velocity, not only provides the rate of rota-
tion for each axis, but it is the main source of infor-
mation regarding moments applied to the rocket,
which can be critical when assessing stability. It
will also provide data for an AHRS. Angular veloc-
ity is measured by a set of three gyroscopes, one per
axis. It can be expected that the main component
of angular velocity to be rotation about the axial
direction of the rocket, as a stabilizing spin is to be
expected. A precision of around a 1° s−1 would be
acceptable. The same would apply to larger rockets.

2.8. Magnetic Data

Magnetic data will be used for North South ori-
entation, and the three-dimensional value will be
recorded, it is used by the AHRS.
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2.9. Pressure
Pressure is already obtained when calculating baro-
metric altitude. It is measured by a barometer and
will likely range from 110 - 90 kPa, a very conserva-
tive estimate that ranges from 1 km below sea level
to 1 km above in a standard atmosphere, barome-
ters normally have much wider ranges. Larger rock-
ets could go as low as 30 kPa depending on altitude
( near 0 close to the atmosphere end).

2.10. Temperature
Temperature can be used to more accurately esti-
mate altitude based on pressure, it may be interest-
ing reading both for atmospheric and instrument
temperature for higher �ying rockets, where the it
may go as low as -20 ◦C. The range in the test
case will be probably between 15-40 ◦C depending
on the current weather.

3. Equipment selection

The general objective is to have a light and small
instrumentation system, which is also inexpensive
and made from easily replaceable COTS parts. The
�rst two requirements insure that the instruments
can be used in a compact rocket with a low power
motor, the second assures that, should anything go
awry, the instruments can easily and economically
be replaced.
Every component selected must be able to survive

the environment of a rocket launch.

3.1. Microprocessor/Base Platform

Table 2: Arduino Comparison

Model Fio

Processor ATmega328P
Operating/In
Tension

3.3 V /
3.7-7 V

CPU Speed 8 MHz
Analogue
I/O

8/0

Digital
IO/PWM

14/6

SRAM 2 kB
Flash 32 kB
Dimensions 28x65 mm
Mass 9 g
XBee slot Yes
LiPoly In Yes

An Arduino is an open source micro-controller
board that provides a simple way to interface with
sensors and actuators. It guarantees compatibility
and community support while trading o� compact-
ness and speci�city. Ease of access is also a major
point in favour of Arduino since many on-line re-
tailers o�er board and components. The best �t for
the project was the Arduino Fio, table 2.
Most Arduino feature Atmel processors, and in

particular most platforms feature the ATmega328P.
As can be seen in [14] this processor maximum clock

speed is directly connected to the required operat-
ing tension, the clock speed can only reach 8MHz at
3.3 V, this will be important considering the choice
of Lithium Polymer cell which functions at 3.7 V.
The Fio was chosen due to its small weight and

size, compatibility with Lipo batteries and with
XBee radios.

3.2. Remote Communication
Real time ground tracking enables users to perform
preliminary data analysis, to obtain a closer esti-
mate of the rocket's landing spot and to have a re-
dundant and remote data backup, but to do so a
transmission unit of some sort must be used. Since
this project revolved around availability, and using
COTS components a XBee radio unit seemed the
perfect �t. The modules used are a pair XBee Pro
S2B.

Table 3: XBee Speci�cations

Speci�cation S2B
Indoor Range 60 m
L.O.S. Range 1500 m
Transmission Power 10 mW(+10 dBm)
Data Throughput 35000 bps
Seria Interface Data Rate 1200 - 106 bps
Receiver Sensitivity -102 dBm
Supply Voltage 2.7 - 3.6 V
Operating Current
(Transmit)

117 mA

Operating Current (Re-
ceive)

47 mA

Operating Frequency ISM 2.4 GHz
Operating Temperature -40 to 85ºC

The main features can be seen in table 3 [15]. The
range and data rates are su�cient and the current
needs are acceptable.

Table 4: XBee Setup

Setting Receiver Emitter

Firmware
ZigBee Coor-
dinator AT

ZigBee
Router AT

PAN ID 55 55
Destination Ad-
dress High

13A200 13A200

Destination Ad-
dress Low

40B0EA43 40B4E295

Baud Rate 57600 57600
Parity No No
Stop Bit 1 1
DIO 7 Con�gu-
ration

CTS �ow
control

CTS �ow
control

Power level Highest Highest

Power Mode
Boost Mode
Enabled

Boost Mode
Enabled

The setup was based on [16], the main settings
are on table 4.

3.3. Local Data Recording
Recording data locally provides several advantages,
normally it is the fastest and more reliable way of
storing information and assures some redundancy
when coupled with telemetry.
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The most obvious solution is a microSD card,
connected to the Arduino using a breakout. The
card selected is a Lexar 8 GB SDHC.
The current input is not only dependent on the

card manufacturer but also on whether there is a
write, which means it works in peaks and is usu-
ally related to the size of the bu�er, which is often
related to the SD card size, so it seems most pru-
dent to acquire a small size microSD card. On this
fact most user agree [17], but most cards were nei-
ther documented nor have been tested, yet it can
be safely stated however that it should not exceed
150 mA.

3.4. Inertial, magnetic and atmospheric data
All this functions are in one category since the cho-
sen board, Pololu Altimu-10 v4 compounds the sen-
sors responsible for gathering the said data onto one
sole breakout.
The Altimu10 has three gyroscopes, three ac-

celerometers, three magnetometers, all in a per
axis basis, and a pressure and temperature sensor.
The digital barometer corresponds to the LP25H,
the rate gyroscopes to the L3GD20H and the ac-
celerometers and magnetometers to the LSM303D,
these two sensors have their axis aligned to facilitate
attitude determination, table 5.

Table 5: Altimu Characteristics[18�21]

Characteristic Altimu-10 v4
Dimensions 25×13×3 mm
Mass 2 g
Supply Current 6 mA
Operating Voltage 2.5 - 5.5 V
I2C Output
Gyroscope 16 bit per axis
Accelerometer 16 bit per axis
Magnetometer 16 bit per axis
Barometer 24 bit
Sensitivity Range
Gyroscope ±245, ±500 ± 2000°/s
Accelerometer ±2, ±4, ±6, ±8 ±16 g
Magnetometer ±2, ±4, ±8, ±12 gauss
Barometer 260-1260 mbar

3.4.1 Output considerations
It's worth noting also that g is not a SI unit, but it's
assumed that the g used corresponds to the stan-
dard g de�ned in [22] as 9.80665 m2 s−1.
As for output ranges, in coherence with section 2,

the output for the accelerometer will be ± 16 g, the
gyroscope± 2000° s−1, the barometer will feature in
its only range and the magnetometer will function
in the default ± 4 gauss.
In order to interpret the data into attitude some

software must be used, a such as Magnetic, Angular
Rate, and Gravity (MARG) AHRS, for example [13]
here used, there are several other algorithms that
can be used or even new ones that can be developed.
The axis de�nition is precisely the opposite of

those displayed on the Pololu board, as the pins
were already soldered towards the �at end of the
board, still in the AHRS program the axis are co-
herent with the standard Euler angles, that is pos-
itive pitch nose up, positive roll right wing down
and positive yaw clockwise, with the Z axis on the
rocket axial direction.

3.5. GNSS, Time Position and Velocity
Tracking the velocity and position of the rocket
is essential to study its trajectory and behaviour.
To track both a Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) receiver is used. If possible, and to increase
the quality of the data, di�erential correction should
be used. The GNSS used will be GPS. The mod-
ule chosen was a u-blox MAX-M8Q Breakout With
Maruwa SL1252R Antenna with SAW/LNA from
Uputronics, table 6.
The only foreseeable limitations are with update

rates, since GNSS models are normally capped at
10Hz, and with sentence parsing since GPS are nor-
mally connected with UART.

Table 6: GPS Options

Characteristic M8Q
Dimensions 30×22×1.6 mm
Antenna Ø13 ×20 mm
Mass 10 g
Supply Current 22 mA (track) 5mA (nav.)
Input Voltage 3 V
Satellites 56 Channels
Start time 20 s
Max. Update rate 10 Hz
Position accuracy <3 m
Velocity accuracy 0.1 ms−1

Protocol NMEA and UBX
Output UART, SPI and TWI

3.5.1 Communication Protocol
GNSS receivers output prede�ned sentences, in
most cases NMEA de�ned. The UBX NAV PVT
sentence here used can be seen in [10], it is byte base
not character based, which means it is much more
compact and features an easier checksum method.

3.5.2 GNSS Setup

Table 7: uBlox Con�guration

Setting
Update rate 10 Hz
Baud rate 57600

Active sentence NAV PVT

The settings chosen for the GNSS receiver are dis-
played in Table 7. The only setting not included in
the table is the dynamic platform model, if chosen
by the dynamics of the system the mode would be
Airborne <4g.
To setup the GPS it must be connected to the

uCenter PC program and have a CR1216 coin cell
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connected. The setup is made through the UBX
CFG class sentences.

3.6. Electrical Power
In order to provide energy to all systems a power
source is required.
First, we must estimate the total current draw.

It must be noted however that all these �gures are
for maximum current draw, so the actual value will
likely be inferior to the requirement, 367 mA.

Table 8: Lipo Characteristics

Battery Li-Poly
Volume 6 cm3

Mass 11 g
Nominal Voltage 3.7 V
Capacity 400 mAh
Continuous Discharge Rate 400 mA
Operating temp. -20/60 ◦C

Lithium-Ion Polymer batteries (table 8.) were
chosen. LiPo as they are commonly known, is a
battery technology that is fairly commonplace in re-
mote control aerial vehicles and wearable tech due
to their high speci�c energy 100�265 Whkg−1 and
energy density 250�730 WhL−1 [23]. Current is
usually de�ned based on the capacity, taking the
information from all systems, a 400 mAh battery
with a 1C discharge rate (400 mA) would be the
best choice. The current budget can now be calcu-
lated, Table 9.

Table 9: Current Budget

Current [mA]
Total Component 367
Battery Supply 400
Margin 33 8.25%

3.7. Rocket, engine and platform
These components will form the testing equipment
used to validate the system.

3.7.1 Rocket
When selecting a rocket a restriction imposed was
the most powerful engine that could be bought
without the need for o�cial certi�cation, the re-
striction is not a legal one in Portugal but supplier
imposed, in any case the propeller must be limited
to D category engines. Another decision was to
choose only from ESTES models, given they are
one of the biggest manufacturers.
After careful analysis, the preferred option was

the ESTES Maxi Alpha 3 table 10 [24], because: it
was one of the ones with a larger diameter, guaran-
teeing adequate space for the instrumentation sys-
tem; it was one of the longest at 84.5 cm, which
provides some assurances regarding stability; and
its weight was not excessive, at 187 g.

Table 10: Rocket

Rocket Maxia Alpha 3
Mass 187 g
Diameter 66 mm
Length 84.5 cm
Engines D12-3 - E9-6

3.7.2 Motor

Having chosen the rocket, it must now be decided
which motor will be used to power it. The basis for
decision is the a su�cient powerful engine to lift the
whole assembly. The option taken is a D12-3, [24].

Table 11: Mass Budget

Component Mass [g]
Rocket 187
Engine 42.2
Payload 47
Total 276.2
Max. Lift 396
Margin 119.8 30.25%

3.7.3 Other equipment, ground segment

Beside the instruments and the rocket other equip-
ment required includes a laptop computer, to use
in the �eld, a FTDI cable to communicate and pro-
gram the Arduino and a USB XBee Explorer to
connect the computer to the receiver XBee and a
microSD card reader. A launch platform and re-
mote igniter or time fuse are also required.

3.8. Assembly

One possible method of assembly (which was cho-
sen) was to cut foam to �t the sensors and the inside
of the rocket's nosecone, modelling using CAD soft-
ware and construction using a CAM CNC mill.

The actual wiring is described in table 12, not
included are the power connections, which are be-
tween the sensor's ground and the Arduino ground
and the sensor's Vin and the 3V port.

Table 12: Connections

Sensor Pin Port
Pololu SDA A4 (SDA)

SCL A5 (SCL)
microSD CS D10

DI D11
DO D12
CLK D13

GNSS Tx D0 (Rx)

3.8.1 Design Veri�cation

In order to verify the stability of the rocket and
to calculate its estimated hight three software were
used, Rocksim [25], OpenRocket[26] and as self-
developed Matlab script that calculated height
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Table 13: Simulation Results

Rocksim OpenRocket Matlab
CP (mm) 65.6 62.7 -

mass w/o motor (g) 258.2 260 -
CG w/o motor (cm) 42.6 42.9 -
SM w/o motor (cal.) 3.48 3.01 -
mass w/ motor g 300 302 300
CG w/ motor (cm) 47.07 47.4 -
SM w/ motor (cal.) 2.81 2.32 -
Max. Altitude (m) 104 101 108

Max. Vert. Vel.(ms−1) 39.52 39 40.18
Max. Vert. Acc.(m2 s−1) 90.03 87.7 90.19

based on eq. (1) [27] using Newtons method.

d2x

dt2
=
T (t)

m(t)
− g − k

dx

dt
(1)

where,

k =
1

2
AρCd (2)

The results were the following: �rst, the rocket
remained stable, which means that the static mar-
gin is greater than two calibres; second, the ex-
pected values for some variables during �ight, im-
portant quantities are displayed in table 13.

4. Code Development

For the system to function code must be created to
interface with the sensors and communications in
the rocket segment, and backup and present data
in the ground segment.

4.1. Rocket Segment: Arduino sketch

Table 14: Arduino output message

Bytes description format
1 header 1 char
2 header 2 char
3-8 angular velocity (x,y,z) 3 x int16
9-14 acceleration (x,y,z) 3 x int16
15-20 magnetic �eld (x,y,z) 3 x int16
21-24 roll �oat
25-28 pitch �oat
29-32 yaw �oat
33-36 time int32
37-40 sample period �oat
41-44 pressure �oat
45-48 temperature �oat
49 hour int8
50 minute int8
51 second int8
52 nº satellites int8

53-56 nanosecond int32
57-60 longitude int32
61-64 latitude int32
65-68 altitude int32
69-72 velocity North int32
73-76 velocity East int32
77-80 velocity Down int32

There are three major activities in the code, read
the GPS UBX sentence, calculate the attitude and
data output. One must be frugal with both Pro-
gramem and RAM, as well as processing, as the

Arduino has limited memory and processing capa-
bilities.

To reduce memory usage, the minimum possible
number of libraries are used and; to reduce process-
ing usage as well, a union/structure combo is also
used in receiving/parsing the UBX PVT sentence.
Only hardware UART is used, which means this
hardware connection is shared by both the GNSS
receiver (only Rx port) and the XBee (Tx only),
this forces communication to be unilateral, but save
a considerable amount of memory and processing
power.

The Arduino outputs the sentence displayed in
table 14, this sentence was structured in such a way
to have all data self-contained in 32 bit intervals
to avoid padding in 32 bit (or 64 bit) systems so
to make the data-stream readable by the union of a
byte array and a structure in a little-endian system,
such as most computers currently in use.

The dominant timing is data output, both to the
XBee and the SD card, as these will lock when their
bu�ers are full, leading to a longer time between
samples.

Require: Libraries and variable setup

loop

dt = time− timeold
if dt >= 20ms then

timeold ← time
Read Sensors

RUN AHRS ALGORITHM

print Sensors

if print is true then
print gps
print← false

end if

end if

if time > LOGtime then

EXIT LOOP

end if

end loop

Algorithm 1: Main Loop

Table 15: .csv �le structure

Number quantity factor unit
1 time 1000 s
2 sample period - ms
3-5 ang. vel. (x,y,z) 70*10−3 º/s
6-8 acc. (x,y,z) 16*0.244*10−3 g
9-11 mag. �eld (x,y,z) 0.16*10−3 G
12 pres. - mbar
13 temp. - ºC
14 hour 3600 s
15 minute 60 s
16 second s
17 nanosecond 10−9 s
18 longitude - º

19 latitude - º

20 vel. North 0.001 m/s
21 vel. East 0.001 m/s
22 alt. to MSL 0.001 m
23 vel. Down 0.001 m/s
24 �x type - -
25 satellites - -
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4.2. Ground Segment: Telemetry Base Station
The Telemetry base station code was developed in
Qt multi-platform IDE for C++ programming; it
can easily be deployed for many platforms.
The Telemetry station program has three main

parts, that coincide with the three di�erent threads
used, reception and logging of the message, con-
version of data and handling of plots vectors and,
plotting and UI.
The reception follows a similar strategy to the one

used for GPS reception in the Arduino, but without
the use of a checksum. The sentence is logged into a
binary �le and passed to the vector creator thread.
The vector creator thread houses an object that

converts the structure passed by the reception
thread object the correct units and then manages
the data vectors so that they display approximately
the last 30 seconds of data. This object provides the
pointers to the vector required by each graph object
in the main thread.
The main thread displays the graphs and options

of the UI, allowing the user to choose which plot
(or widget) to display and certain details such as
altitude o�set, the scale of each graph, the COM
port used and the log �le name and directory.

5. Flight Test

This �nal test must measure the e�cacy and ef-
�ciency of the instrumentation system during a
rocket �ight. Four �ight tests were performed on
the test rocket, as well as a test on an Intruder
rocket, much more powerful. Here the results of
�ight test 2 are discussed.

5.1. Requirements
The requirements include a �eld with a 300 m ra-
dius, the assembled rocket, motor and recovery sys-
tems, the telemetry system. The ground segment
equipment, consisting of an XBee explorer USB and
a PC are also required.

5.2. Procedure
The system is initialized after a GPS lock. Safety
measures should be taken while handling the rocket
including guaranteeing clearance and making an au-
dible countdown.

5.3. Results
The recorded data was compared to the OpenRock-
ets simulation for the launch conditions, 10 ms−1

wind from 220° launch at 15° upwind.

5.3.1 Sample rate
The sample rate during �ight was always within
the limits and expected values, as such the e�ective
sample rate was between 40-50 Hz.
Peaks in sample period are due to SD card page

writes and hard writes, which brie�y lock the pro-
gram cycle.

5.3.2 Acceleration
It is clear that the accelerations, �g. 1, were always
prominent on the Z axis, the values peak at the
start of the powered phase (the launch), at chute
deployment (ejection charge) and when impacting
the ground.
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Figure 1: Acceleration, Flight Tests 2

The measured acceleration can be used to easily
separate the three phases of rocket �ight, at launch
it features accelerations several times that of grav-
ity, during the costing phase it should show a value
close to zero (since the only force at work is grav-
ity, and the rocket is "free-falling" at this stage,
mimicking 0 g) and the recovery phase, where the
acceleration measured should be close to 1 g after
stabilization, which signi�es the drag force equals
gravity for a constant speed decent. The measured
accelerations in �g. 1b are calculated by subtracting
the value of 1 g form the measurement, to discount
the value of gravity.
For this �ight test it can be observed in �g. 1b

that the rocket engine actually had much lower ac-
celeration peak, yet a longer burn time, and as such
a similar total impulse, as observed in very close
maximum velocities and altitudes.

5.3.3 Angular Velocity
There is a clear dominance of the z component of
angular velocity, consistent with the stabilizing spin
usual in aerodynamic stabilized rockets. This spin
increases during the powered phase of �ight and
then decreases as drag and gravity become the dom-
inant forces during the coasting phase.
During the recovery phase there is no clear spin,

the movement of the nosecone is erratic, there are
however two clear peak, one at the ejection charge
deployment and one at landing, afterwards angular
acceleration is zero.
In the simulations there are no peaks in ejection

and landing, in the former case because the sim-
ulation treats the rocket as a rigid body, as such
the nose ejection is not represented, the latter be-
cause simulation does not include ground impact as
it ends at touchdown.
Not much can be said about the magnetic �eld,
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Figure 2: Ang. velocity and attitude, Flight Test 2

it varies coherently with yaw, in a bi-dimensional
approximation.

5.3.4 Attitude
The rocket was launched with an approximate 15°,
during the costing phase the spin clearly translates
to several revolutions in yaw, and a near phase
opposed variation between pitch and roll, �g. 2b.
These variations of roll and yaw also indicate a
small precession, expected in not actively stabilized
rocket not perfectly balanced launched from a �ex-
ible rod[27]. The angle with the ground slowly in-
creases as the rocket aligns itself with the wind and
velocity declines.
During the coasting phase, the AHRS resilience

on accelerometer for attitude determination means
that at this stage the 0 g like state limits preci-
sion signi�cantly for pitch and roll, there is no ac-
celerometer based correction. Yaw remains unaf-
fected due to it being calculated based on the mag-
netometer reading.
During the recovery phase, there is again a clear

spin visible, albeit a slower one. As seen in the
angular velocity, there is a near erratic movement
when it comes to pitch and roll, but now clearly at
around ±180°, the nose pointing roughly to ground.

5.3.5 Pressure and temperature
Pressure, �g. 3a, is clearly lowering during the pow-
ered and costing phases, during the decent it in-
creases again, notice it reaches approximately the
same value it had before launch.
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Figure 3: Pressure and temp., Flight Tests 2

There is a clear peak during the ejection charge,

caused by the pressure wave of the explosion. After
this point there is a clear increase in �uctuations on
measured pressure, this is caused by the exposure of
the nose cone pressure port to wind (before ejection
it is protected, facing the inside of the permeable
rocket).
Temperature, �g. 3b, remains relatively stable,

varying less than 0.25 degrees, the temperature is
noticeably higher than the ambient one (25 ◦C).

5.3.6 Number of satellites
During the �ight 14 satellites were used to compute
the GPS data, as such the results should be very
accurate, �g. 4a.
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Figure 4: Satellites and Altitude, Flight Test 2

5.3.7 Altitude
Altitude, �g. 4b, the altitude reached is very similar
to the one calculated with the simulation software,
both the GNSS obtained altitude and the baromet-
ric derived one. The maximum value achieved in
the �rst �ight test 70 m.

5.3.8 Velocity
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Figure 5: Velocity, Flight Test 2

Velocity was clearly dominated by the vertical
component, which increased consistently during the
powered phase, and then gradually reached zero.
Descent velocity during the recovery phase was ap-
proximately 5 ms−1, as designed.
For the current �ight test, during all �ight, North

velocity was dominant in the horizontal plane, con-
sistent with a rocket launched upwind when wind
direction is 220°. Velocities were in accordance with
the simulations, coherent with the expected values.
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For the current �ight test, �g. 5b, due to the
slightly longer burn-time but bigger lower peak ac-
celeration we can observe velocity raises more gen-
tly, reaches a smaller peak but maintains higher
value for longer.

5.3.9 Horizontal Trajectory
All trajectories are mostly vertical; the horizontal
displacement is due to the upwind direction of the
rocket launch and the wind e�ect after parachute
deployment.
In the current �ight test we can verify the posi-

tion determination is mostly correct as the launch
and recovery sites were very close to the ones
marked in the Google maps overlay �g. 6a
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Figure 6: Position and telemetry, Flight Test 2

5.3.10 Telemetry reception
To verify the correct reception of telemetry data,
both csv �les are compared, for the interval of �ight.
As displayed in �gure �g. 6b. For �ight test one we
can see that all the values were received correctly.

5.4. Overview
As can be seen in �gs. 4b, 5b and 8, the recorded
data matched the OpenRocket simulations for the
local conditions (launch angle and wind). The dif-
ferences observed seem to stem from inaccuracies
when building the engines, this is apparent in �g. 7,
where powered stage accelerations are compared,
these pro�les (lower but more prolonged) match
D11 engines closer than D12 engines, they also seem
to be in the lower end of the D segment (lower total
impulse). All of this shows why the rocket achieved
similar heights (longer burn but lower impulse) but
lower velocities (lower peak thrust).
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Figure 8: Altitude and Down Vel., Flight Tests 1,3,4

6. Conclusions

The parameters measured are adequate to recon-
struct rocket �ight. The instrumentation system
developed performed adequately and �t all design
criteria, of course adding more parameters improves
the system globally. The equipment was able to
record and transmit all required parameters at a
fast enough update rate. The Fio's memory and
processor limit the system performance, a more
powerful micro controller would greatly improve
the system. The ground tracking station software
worked as intended and has successfully been �eld
tested, it presented in real-time all desired data
and backed up all communications, the UI how-
ever could be improved. The �ight tests were suc-
cessful, the equipment survived and was recovered
in every case. The calculated standard deviations
were acceptable and overall the design proved itself.
More test in di�erent rockets with a supplemental
instrumentation system could be made to more ad-
equately test the limits and precision of the system.

In short, all goals were met, a light, small, modu-
lar and complete instrumentation system for small
rockets, and its accompanying ground tracking sta-
tion were developed, tested and found to be opera-
tional.
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